Type, surf, and control a computer, tablet and mobile phone...

all with a single keyboard.

The *Bluetooth*® Multi-Device Keyboard K480

The Logitech *Bluetooth*® Multi-Device Keyboard K480 is a unique cross-device keyboard for computers, tablets and mobile phones. The keyboard, which features an integrated stand to position an Android or iOS device at just the right angle for typing, enables users to switch seamlessly between three *Bluetooth* connected devices to enhance flexibility and productivity.

**Features:**
- Cross-device keyboard for computers, tablets and mobile phones
- *Bluetooth*® wireless connectivity
- Easy-Switch™ dial
- Integrated mobile device stand
- Multi-OS compatibility
- Familiar keyboard layout with shortcut keys for PC and Mac
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Logitech Bluetooth® Multi-Device Keyboard K480

Product Specifications

Price: $49.99
Part #: 920-006342
UPC Code: 097855107565

Product Dimensions (width, height, depth):
• .77 x 0.79 x 7.68 in (299 x 20 x 195 cm)
• Weight: 28.92 oz (820 g)

Packaging Dimensions (width, height, depth):
• 1.61 x 7.91 x 12.20 in (4.1 x 20.1 x 31 cm)
• Weight: 36.33 oz (1030 g)

Inside the box
• K480 Keyboard
• 2 AAA batteries (pre-installed)
• User documentation

Technical Specs
• Bluetooth range: up to 10 m (30 feet)*
• Battery life: 2 years**
• On/Off power switch
• Battery life indicator light

System Requirements
Bluetooth wireless computers or mobile devices which support external keyboards (HID profile).
• PC: Windows® 7, Windows® 8 or later
• Mac: Mac OS X® or later
• Chrome OS™
• Apple® iPad® or iPhone*: iOS 5 or later
• Android™ tablet or smartphone: Android 3.2 or later.

Internet connection (for optional software download)

Warranty
1-year limited hardware warranty

FEATURE SPOTLIGHT

One keyboard, three devices
Fingers stay on the same keyboard while seamlessly switching between up to three Bluetooth® connected devices with the turn of a dial.

Stand-up performance
A built-in device holder positions a mobile phone or tablet at just the right angle for typing and video calls.*

Bluetooth® connectivity
Wirelessly connect to any Bluetooth® device that supports external keyboards (HID profile).

Intuitive keyboard layout
The familiar keyboard layout supports effortless use right out of the box while popular shortcut keys increase day-to-day functionality and productivity.

Sleek, compact design
Thin, minimalist design provides a stylish, space saving option for small workspaces and cubicles.

Plug-and-play simplicity
Setup couldn’t be easier, so you can get right to business.

Works across multiple platforms
Designed to work seamlessly with Windows®, Mac®, Chrome OS™, iOS and Android™ operating systems** so there’s no delay switching between computer, tablet and smartphone.

To order contact your reseller, or call us at 800-308-8666.

Logitech Inc. 7600 Gateway Blvd. Newark, CA 94560

* Supports mobile phones and tablets up to 10.5mm (0.4 inches) thick and 258mm (10 inches) wide.
** Compatible with Windows® 7, Windows® 8 or later; Mac OS X® or later; Chrome OS™; Apple® iOS 5 or later; Android™ 3.2 or later.
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